
About

Shapeshifting Businesses with Cutting-Edge Technologies, Top-Performing Teams, and Revolutionary Enterprise
Strategies

I have a remarkable track record of leveraging resources to meet diverse business demands and deliver world-class Enterprise
Infrastructure solutions for Fortune 500 companies. I am silo-slaying the way to the holy grail of business-technology alignment
i.e. I quickly grasp goals and processes to offer a full kaleidoscope of innovation opportunities. I am focused on achieving the
art of the technologically possible by wielding advanced technology to achieve victories in top-and bottom-line performance and
devour market share.

Boosting enterprise metabolism by igniting a passion for change → That’s my forte.
I inject urgency into every corner of the company and rapidly cascade stretch targets for quick wins. I embrace full bottom-line
target responsibility – P&L experienced and prepared to deliver across a broad remit of business and technology transformation
needs. I also have extensive success in the training, motivation, and leadership of the tech industry’s brightest new stars.
At XX, I was handpicked to lead the full lifecycle of complex infrastructure projects – I devised bespoke technology solutions for
100 sites (running XX’s Warehouse Execution System software). I amplified infrastructure availability to 99.99% by revamping
architecture, improving issue management, and rolling out quality improvement processes. I was recognized with Innovation
awards for the innovative implementations, leading to significant value for XX’s clients during 2016 and 2018.

Below is a list of skills outlining the foundation of my career:
· Enterprise Architecture
· Linux Administration
· Training & Development
· Pre-Sales & Customer Service
· Infrastructure Management
· Migrations & Operations
· Program & Project Management
· Stakeholder Management
· VMware Administration
· Information Technology Leadership
· Cross-Cultural Team Building
· Product Innovation

     Technology | Innovation | Transformation → If this is what you seek for your organization, then let's 
connect and discuss further.

Kedeisha Bryan
Revolutionizing, Commercializing & Protecting Enterprise Technology IT Director | IT Manager | Enterprise Architect
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